CALLERLAB COMMITTEE BRIEF

COMMITTEE NAME: Choreographic Review Coordinator

FUNCTIONS: The responsibility of this position is to review the choreography used to illustrate Emphasis calls. The charge to this position is to assure that choreography contained in Emphasis Call announcements is appropriate usage of the selected call.

In addition, a review of the example material is often conducted to assure that it is technically correct and reasonable.

In November 2000 the Executive Committee combined the duties of the Choreographic Review Coordinator and the QS Coordinator into a single position.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS: This position has reviewed several choreographic samples for publication by CALLERLAB.

FUTURE ACTIVITIES: Review all choreography prior to publication in DIRECTION.

MEMBERSHIP PREREQUISITES: This is an appointed position, selected and approved by the Executive Committee

COMMITTEE BRIEF REVISED: DECEMBER 2009

COMMITTEE CREATED BY: Executive Committee